A PERFECT KISS

(UN Baiser Parfait)
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Pompo Grandioso

Voices (Dreamily)

Hold me in your arms and press your lips to mine,

Thril me with your charms and waltz this waltz divine,

Nothing in the
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A Perfect Kiss

REFRAIN Faster and brilliant

world could ever equal this, Life is
dans un baiser par fait.

filled with sunshine with a perfect kiss.

Waltz with me dear, dream while the lights burning

low jour

Hearts so free dear
far from the world we will go,

i - so - lous nous pour tou cours,

Eyes so yeux

dream - y hold-ing you close to my breast,

re veurs Me con-bient d' a-mour su - preme,

while we are Ev val-sant

waltz-ing I'll whis - per I love you best.

je di - rai tout bas je t'aime je t'aime.

Dreamily

Hold me in your arms and press your lips to

Ser - re dans tes bras ba' ser' mo en sour -
Thrill me with your charms and waltz this waltz
divine,

Nothing in the world could ever equal this,
notre amour jai mais,

Life is filled with sunshine with a perfect kiss.
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